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Abstract:

This paper discuss empirical model of business relationship in Indonesia retail industry. Empirical framework of this paper based on relationship marketing concept and power imbalance of retail industry. The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of Power asymmetry and relationship marketing to supplier and retailer economic performance in a business relationship. Result of this paper is empirical framework to analyze Indonesia retail industry. We analyze our empirical model by using Path Analysis. Samples of this study are retailers and suppliers in three major cities in Indonesia, they are Semarang, Surakarta and Jogjakarta. Our unit analysis is dyadic based on the nature concept of relationship marketing proposed by Morgan and Hunt (1994). Main construct of business relationship and technical model of estimation to conduct research about relationship marketing and power imbalance in Indonesia retail industry is also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Relationship marketing in the context of exchange agreement between two organizations becomes ultimate business strategy. Gronroos (1994) identifies there is a shift paradigm in marketing, from marketing mix to relationship marketing. It means the focus of marketing activities has change from gaining new customers to maintaining existing customers (Ravald and Gronroos, 1996). Morgan and Hunt (1994) notify relationship marketing concept originally based on business to business relational exchange. Research in relationship marketing has spread in many areas of marketing, such as retail industry (Dickson and Zhang, 2004; Ramaseshan et al., 2006), banks (Colgate and Alexander, 1998; Ndubisi, 2007), service and hospitality industry (Pressey and Mathews, 2000), construction industry (Jiang et al., 2012) and food industry (Suvanto, 2012).

Peterson and Balasubramanian (2002) identify several issues in retailing research which is important to investigate. Coordination with suppliers or manufacturer consider important to investigate based on contracts, trust and promises (Peterson and Balasubramanian, 2002). Knee (2002) identifies there are five challenges in retail strategies those are branding strategy, human resource development, retailer growth, customer relationship and performance. Those arguments result a conclusion there is an important notes for marketing scholars to investigate business relationship in retail industry.

Dawson (2000) proposes strategic roles of retail industry as distribution channel which connected manufacturer to end customers. It means that retail industry plays a significant role in the distribution process of goods and services. Retailer is connector between manufacturer and end customers. This unique position affects type of business relationship of retailers. They have obligations to maintain long term relationship with customers and suppliers simultaneously.

Strategic roles of retail industry as distribution channel of goods and services have important implication for retailers. Retailers have power and control to their partners due to their role in economics structure (Dawson, 2000; Quin and Doherty, 2000; Doherty and Alexander, 2006). Maloni and Benton (2000) distinguish power of firm into two bases of power, they are coercive and non-coercive power. Coercive power is power of firm as result of coercion, while non-coercive power emerge from several aspects of firm, such as expert, legal, referent, reward and traditional (Maloni and Benton, 2000).

Indonesia is one of emerging economies in Asia with rapid growth of retail industry. This country benefit 6.3 percent average of economic growth as a result of high domestic consumption rate. Retail industry contributes 10 percent of Indonesia’s annual product domestic growth in the past 15 years. This industry also absorb more
than 18.9 million labor of Indonesia. It means this industry is second largest labor absorption economic sector in Indonesia with agriculture as the first.

This paper discuss empirical model of business relationship in Indonesia retail industry. Empirical framework of this paper based on relationship marketing concept and power imbalance of retail industry. The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of Power asymmetry and relationship marketing to supplier and retailer economic performance in a business relationship. Result of this paper is empirical framework to analyze Indonesia retail industry. We analyze our empirical model by using Path Analysis. Samples of this study are retailers and suppliers in three major cities in Indonesia, they are Semarang, Surakarta and Jogjakarta. Our unit analysis is dyadic based on the nature concept of relationship marketing proposed by Morgan and Hunt (1994). Main construct of business relationship and technical model of estimation to conduct research about relationship marketing and power imbalance in Indonesia retail industry is also discussed.

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING CONCEPT

Ravald and Gronroos (1996) explain the core of relationship marketing is relationship or maintain relationship with its micro environment, such as suppliers, market intermediaries, the public and also end customers. Ravald and Gronroos (1996) argue that the idea of relationship marketing is to generate loyalty and it will results a stable and mutual long term relationship. Morgan and Hunt (1994) define relationship marketing is all activities to establish, develop and maintain successful relational exchange. Berry (1983) defines relationship marketing is attracting and maintaining customers in the multi service organization. Gummesson (1991) explains definition of relationship as building relationship which involves promises offering, maintaining relationship by fulfilling promises and improving relationship by offer new promises on the condition the old ones has been fulfilled.

Morgan and Hunt (1994) argue key concept of relationship marketing rely on trust and commitment. Those two constructs also known as key mediating variables (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Garbarino and Johnson (1999) found that trust and commitment were key concept in previous research in relationship marketing theory.

Concept of Trust

Moorman et al. (1992) define trust as a firm’s willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence. Trust in the business relationship involves belief that partners will fulfill their promises and also they will perform positive outcomes (Ryu et al., 2008). Trust represent perception of credibility and kindness of an organization or person (Doney and Canon, 1997).

In term of business relationship, trust is a tool for buyer and seller to cooperate in the collaborative situation to overcome conflict and build power of each party (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Crossby et al., (1990) explain trust emerge when buyer develop an attitude of understanding with seller and belief that they will take action on behalf of
buyer interests. Morgan and Hunt (1994) propose trust is implication of feeling belief and safe in a relationship with result strong commitment of a long term relationship.

Hefferman (2004) classifies three components of trust, they are:
1. Credibility component. This component related with competence and expertise to meet purpose of business relationship.
2. Integrity component. This component concerned with willingness of partners to hold on their promises to other party.
3. Benevolence component. This component concerned with how partners will make a justification to accommodate any changes in the business relationship.

Morgan and Hunt (1994) explain trust through concept of belief and reliability. Trust is level of belief as a result of perception of reliability and honestly of business partner. In the implementation of relationship strategy, trust is the ultimate foundation of stable business relationship (Garbarino and Johnson, 1999). Buyer evaluate their trust to supplier separately, therefore in a business to business relationship trust refers to perceived credibility and benevolence of suppliers (Doney and Cannon, 1997; Suvanto, 2012).

Concept of Commitment
According to Allen and Meyer (1990) organizational commitment is individual feeling of obligation to stay with the organization as result of internalization process of normative value. Tellefsen and Thomas (2005) modify definition of commitment when it related with exchange relationship between two or more organizations. Commitment in a business relationship is organization feeling of obligation to stay with the business relationship resulting from perceived benefit of each party (Tellefsen and Thomas, 2005).

Cooper et al. (2005) proposed that marketer tend to build commitment based on emotional attachment instead of economic motivation. This transformation shows importance of commitment construct in relationship marketing research. Lilijander (1999) identifies commitment as an early stage of loyalty. Ndubisi (2007) found that commitment is a result of satisfaction. Allen and Mayer (1990) classify commitment into three aspects, they are:
1. Affective commitment related with feeling of belonging or emotionally attachment aspect.
2. Normative commitment is concerned with obligations that members of business relationship
3. Continuance commitment related with consideration of switching cost of product or partners in business to business relationship.

Commitment is complement of consumer’s psychology and also future definition of loyalty and proud to product or organization (Ekelund and Sharma, 2001). Lilijander (1999) notifies commitment as early form of loyalty. Tellefsen and Thomas (2005)
proposed that in a case of business relationship, commitment has three elements. First, commitment is a continuous process. Commitment involves implicit and explicit understanding among business partners that they will involved in a long term business relationship with unpredicted problems and potential conflicts. Second, commitment reflects desire of both parties. Commitment based on personal choice instead of legal obligation. Third, value is driver of commitment. Business partners arrange long term relationship with consideration of benefit from the deal.

POWER ASYMMETRY IN BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP

Discussion of organization’s power related with resource dependence theory proposed by Pfeffer and Salancik (1987). Resource dependence theory proposed organization’s ability to survive depends on their capability to maintain their critical resources from external environment. In order to reduce uncertainty, organizations try to re-structure their dependence with several tactics. Those tactics include unilateral tactic. In this tactic, organization slice their difficulties with their resources by reduce their dependence to certain resources. They are looking for alternative resource or build coalition with other organization. Second tactic is direct reconstruction of organization’s dependence, such as partner’s cooption to share information or accomplish merger and acquisition.

Power or in numerous literatures often labeled influence strategy is source of bargaining position of organization against their partners (Kim, 2000; Ramaseshan, et al. 2006). Power is capability to influence other (Butaney and Wortzel, 1988; Ramaseshan, et al. 2006). Organizations have different source of power. Ratnasingam (2000) classified power of organizations by source of power. Non coercive power is organization’s power as a result of reward, expertise, recommendation and legitimateness. Coercive power is a derivation of organization’s capability to give sanction and punishment to partners.

Ramaseshan et al., (2006) provide excellent example of coercive and non coercive power usage by company to their partner. In their research, Ramaseshan et al., (2006) find department store in China give pressure to their tenant in order to achieve certain behavior (i.e obedience to department store’s rules). Failure of achieving certain behavior could result punishment to tenant. Department store uses coercive power to enhance involvement of tenant in advertising campaign, service quality and other operational aspects. Department store in China use non coercive power by assisting and rewarding tenants, whenever business deal has been achieved. Non coercive power related with procedure of information sharing between department store and their tenants (Ramaseshan et al., 2006).

Butaney and Wortzel (1988) identify characteristic of consumer’s or manufacturer power are similar with those belongs to channel distribution. Power could be derived from degrees of satisfaction to channel member achievement and relative resource of power of channel members (El Ansery and Stern, 1972). In the context of
manufacturer and retailer influence strategy, Porter (1980) explained manufacturer
dominate influence strategy to retailer when market structure is oligopoly, they
already arrange customer’s switching cost and product is an important part of end
product or production process. On the other hand, consumer’s industry dominates
influence strategy in business relationship when they purchase a lot of products,
product has low switching cost and they have clear market information.

El-Ansery and Stern (1972) classify power in distribution channel into two sources;
they are distributor and manufacturer power. Distributor power is distributor level of
independence to determine marketing decision about manufacturer’s product. Manufacturer
power is manufacturer’s characteristic which has capability to
influence distributor and retailer in the market. In the context of channel conflict,
there is a strong interaction of those two powers which often resulted negative for
business relationship continuance (Butaney and Wortzel, 1988).

In the context of business relationship between two companies there is certain
condition when each company has different level of power, for example, when
modern retailer has relationship with SME in a supplier-retailer relationship.
Hingley (2005) investigates the issue of power imbalance in British Food Industry.
He found that relationship building is possible in the condition of asymmetric power
between two companies. Weaker parties are tolerant with the condition of Power
asymmetry (Hingley, 2005). On the other hand, Morgan and Hunt (1994) has
different result, in their research of relationship marketing in varied industry in US,
they found that Power asymmetry has negative effect on relationship quality. Maloni
and Benton (2000) have similar result in their works of analyzing the effect of
different source of power to buyer-seller relationship in US automotive industry.
Maloni and Benton (2000) conclude that different source of power has differed
effect on business relationship. Coercive and legal power has negative effect on
business relationship, while reward, expert and referent have positive effect on such
construct. Ramaseshan et al., (2006) assess the role of Power asymmetry in the
business relationship between supermarket and its tenants in China. The result shows
that when Power asymmetry between supermarket and its tenants emerged, the level
of satisfaction of weaker party in the business relationship is decreased (Ramaseshan
et al., 2006).

H1 Power asymmetry has negative effect on company’s trust with their partners.
H2 Power asymmetry has negative effect on company’s commitment with their partners.

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

Relationship marketing strategy has an ultimate goal to improve business
performance of each companies involved in business relationship. Morgan and Hunt
(1994) provide concept and empirical example of relationship marketing strategy in
industry supply chain. Johnson (1999) analyzes the effect of strategic alliances to
business performance among firms with business similarity. The result shows that antecedents of strategic alliances are dependence, relationship age, business continuity expectation, flexibility and relationship quality. Johnson (1999) proposed strategic alliances as mediating variable to analyze effect of dependence, relationship age, business continuity expectation, flexibility and relationship quality to business performance.

Debate of business performance measurement in business research occurs due to the complexity of performance definition (Percy, 1995; Ruiz, 2000). In business to business relationship, company usually applies economic performance, such as selling volume, profitability and company growth (Kim, 2000; Ruiz, 2000; Ramaseshan et al., 2006). There are also different measurement on business performance such as consumer’s loyalty (Hallowell, 1996) and satisfaction (McDougall and Levesque, 2000). Keiningham et al., (2006) show relationship among business performance measurement in U.S specialty goods retailer. Satisfaction of both employee and customer has positive effect on changes in sales volume. Megicks (2007) in his work on analyze SME retailer’s performance employs a mix of performance measurement. Megicks (2007) propose a combination of ROI growth, merchandise turn over and customer retention as retailer performance standards.

In this paper, we employ economic performance to assess business relationship performance. There are several reasons to do such thing. First, our findings in our preliminary work show that SME companies in Indonesia measure their performance based on their economic achievement. There are only few of them which conduct strategic performance measurement such as customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention. Second, we are facing a wide variety of companies in different industry as supplier for each retailer. Economic performance could gain similarity in performance measurement as result of such issue.

\[ H3 \text{ Company’s trust to their partners has positive effect on supplier’s economic performance.} \]
\[ H4 \text{ Company’s trust to their partners has positive effect on retailer’s economic performance.} \]
\[ H5 \text{ Company’s commitment with their business relationship has positive effect on supplier’s economic performance.} \]
\[ H5 \text{ Company’s commitment with their business relationship has positive effect on retailer’s economic performance.} \]

**CONCEPTUAL MODEL: POWER ASYMMETRY AND RELATIONSHIP MARKETING**

In this paper we proposed model of Power asymmetry and relationship marketing in Indonesia retail industry. We developed the model based on Morgan and Hunt
(1994) commitment-trust theory and model of inter-firm power proposed by Kim
(2000). Figure 1 shows relationship between construct in the model.
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**Figure 1.** Conceptual Model of Power asymmetry And Relationship Marketing

### INDONESIA RETAIL INDUSTRY WITH OLIGOPOLISTIC MARKET STRUCTURE

Retail industry shows significant contributions to Indonesia’s economy. Table 1 shows current development of retail industry transactions and its contribution to Indonesia’s GDP from 2000 to 2012.

**Table 1.** Selected Indicators of Indonesia’s Retail Industry 2000-2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Transactions (IDR billion)</th>
<th>GDP at Current Price (IDR billion)</th>
<th>% to GDP at Current Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>194969.92</td>
<td>1264919</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>223966.65</td>
<td>1684280</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>245564.35</td>
<td>1863275</td>
<td>13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>263635.42</td>
<td>2045853</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>288112.8</td>
<td>2273142</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>337229.5</td>
<td>2729708</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>386872.5</td>
<td>2777501</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>464149.3</td>
<td>3015303</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>551343.7</td>
<td>4948688.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>585722.8</td>
<td>5603871.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>702278.3</td>
<td>6422918.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>102210</td>
<td>7427100</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>119705</td>
<td>7872726</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 gives information that retail industry gives second largest contributions to Indonesia GDP, while manufacture industry is the first. The average GDP contribution is 13 percent, while agriculture sector suffer decreasing level of GDP contributions, from 23 percent in 1987 to 15 percent in 2004. Retail industry absorbs large number of workforce. According to Indonesian Statistical Bureau in 2012, there are 18.9 millions workforce in the industry. 45 percent from 22.7 millions of business organizations in Indonesia is retailer (Indonesia Statistical Bureau, 2012).

Based on the type of organization, there are two kinds of retailer in Indonesia, they are modern and traditional retailer. Modern retail enjoys high growth of market rate. It has 37 percent of growth in market share since 2009 (Widjaja, 2010). According to Widjaja (2010), modern retailer in Indonesia has 8-10% growth of outlets, while traditional retailer has only 1% growth from 2003-2008.

Retail industry in Indonesia has grown into more oligopolistic market since it dominated by modern retailer. Widjaja (2010) analyzes that every segments in Indonesia retail industry has different market leader. In 2008, Indomaret and Alfamaret dominated 43.2% and 40.8% of minimarket market share. These two retailers are local brand even though they considered modern retailer. In supermarket segment, 76% of the market share dominated by 6 modern retailers, they are Hero, Carrefour, Super Indo, Foodmart, Ramayana and Yogya. Carrefour also dominated 50% market share of hypermarket segment, followed by Hypermart with 22,1% of market share and Giant with only 18,5% of it.

RESEARCH METHODS

Design of Study
We conduct survey to analyze our conceptual model. The survey based on cities in Indonesia with rapid growth of retail business, they are Yogyakarta, Semarang and Surakarta. Retail industry growth of selected cities is 162% on average during 2008-2009 (Widjaja, 2010). To determine our respondents we use data provided by Indonesian Retail Association (APRINDO) and Ministry of SME and Cooperation Office.

Population and Sample
Population of this study is modern and traditional retailers with their suppliers. Our sample design is dyadic. Research traditions in relationship marketing suggest dyadic approach to analyze business relationship in business to business setting (Palmer, et al., 2005). Constructs in this study are dyadic in nature. Morgan and Hunt (1994) in their works employ dyadic approach to analyze commitment and trust. Palmer et al.,(2005) state that commitment and trust and other relational construct are dyadic in nature. Our respondents are paired of retailer and supplier in Yogyakarta, Semarang and Surakarta based on APRINDO data.
We apply purposive sampling method in this study. The characteristic of respondents are companies which has 3 years duration of business relationship with its suppliers and size of companies varied from small-midsized and micro entrepreneur to modern retailer and manufacturer. We use enumerator to collect data. Technically, our enumerator meet respondent and ask them to fulfill self administered questionnaire. We distributed more than 300 questionnaires for respondents. The result, we obtain 204 dyads of supplier-retailer relationship completed their questionnaire.

**Measurement**

We develop measurement of constructs from Johnson (1999), Kim (2000), Bennet et al., (2005) and Ramaseshan et al., (2006). There are 5 constructs in this study; they are Power asymmetry, commitment, trust, supplier’s economic performance and retailer’s economic performance. Table 2 shows dimension of each construct in the study.

**Table 2. Dimension of Power asymmetry and Relationship Marketing Construct**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Power asymmetry</td>
<td>Quality control, price policy, payment period, reward and punishment.</td>
<td>Ramaseshan et al. (2006); Kim (2000); Maloni and Benton (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Fulfilling promises to business partners, Information about policy adjustment to business partners and business partner’s honesty and consistency.</td>
<td>Wu et al. (2004); Kim (2000); Ryu et al. (2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supplier’s Economic Performance</td>
<td>Selling growth, profit growth, market share growth and company growth.</td>
<td>Ruiz, 2000; Kim, 2000; Corsten and Kumar, 2005, Ramaseshan et al. (2006); Neill and Rose (2006); Hallowel (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Retailer’s</td>
<td>Selling growth, profit</td>
<td>Ruiz, 2000; Kim, 2000;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our unit analysis is dyadic. Our dyadic analysis based on a combination of average and difference measurement method proposed by Kim (2000). It also follows Bigne and Blesa (2003) to measure each perception of dyadic members. Assessment of Power asymmetry is to calculate difference perception of suppliers and retailers about their partner’s influence and control strategy. Trust and commitment are measured by calculating average perception of suppliers and retailers. Suppliers and retailers economic performance measured separately for each member of dyads.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Validation and Reliability of Constructs
There is a unique challenge in measuring validation and reliability of constructs in this study, since our measurement based on average and difference value of constructs. We assess validation and reliability of Power asymmetry based on the difference between supplier and retailer perception of the construct, while trust and commitment measurement based on average value of supplier and retailer perception. However, supplier and retailer economic performance measured based on each member of dyads perception about the issue. Table 3 shows result of validation and reliability of constructs.

Table 3. Construct and Indicator Validity and Reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Factor Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power asymmetry</td>
<td>Our business partner has capability to influence our price policy.</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our business partner has capability to punish our company.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our business partner could give our company warning because of our service failure.</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>It is very difficult for our company to switch business partner.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our company maintains relationship with partners if the cost of partnership is acceptable. Our company does not have many options of profitable business relationship except with our main partners.

**Trust**
Our partner is honest in doing their business. Our partner is reliable in their business policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct Indicator</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>Factor Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier’s Economic Performance</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our company enjoys persistence growth since we join partnership with our main retailer.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our company remains rapid profit growth due to our business relationship with our main retailer.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our market share has grown rapidly since we join business relationship with our main retailer.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailer’s Economic Performance</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our company enjoys rapid growth of selling volume since we join partnership with our main supplier.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our company enjoys persistence growth since we join partnership with our main supplier.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 (Continued). Construct and Indicator Validity and Reliability
Our company remains rapid profit growth due to our business relationship with our main supplier. Our market share has grown rapidly since we join business relationship with our main supplier.

Result of validity and reliability measurement show that construct and indicator of this study has fulfilling minimum value required in the factor loading and Cronbach Alpha. Trust is the only construct which does not have minimum required value with only 0.478 Cronbach Alpha. The conclusion is that trust has low internal consistency.

**Descriptive Statistics and Nomological Validity**

We measure descriptive statistic to gain information about mean of each construct. We also determine nomological validity to predict relationship among construct in the models. Nomological validity based on correlation analysis of each construct in this study. Diamantopoulos (1999) suggests nomological validity is not just analyzing correlation without any theoretical background, even though the result is not a rigorous model. We follow this suggestion by analyzing correlation among construct based on relationship marketing and power theory. Table 4 shows result of descriptive statistic analysis and nomological validity of constructs in this study.

**Table 4. Descriptive Statistic and Nomological Validity Result**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.9395</td>
<td>4.0748</td>
<td>3.9816</td>
<td>4.1483</td>
<td>3.9730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>0.68461</td>
<td>0.59368</td>
<td>0.67774</td>
<td>0.70432</td>
<td>0.81504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.Power asymmetry</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.Trust</td>
<td>-0.140*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.Commitment</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.445**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.Supplier’s Economic Performance</td>
<td>0.237**</td>
<td>0.304**</td>
<td>0.164*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.Retailer’s Economic Performance</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.564**</td>
<td>0.282**</td>
<td>0.394**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* **Correlation is significant at 0.01 levels**

*Correlation is significant at 0.05 levels*  

Nomological validity shows that every constructs in this study are significantly correlated except Power asymmetry with commitment and retailer’s economic...
performance. Table 4 also gives interesting information about relationship among constructs. Power asymmetry has positive and significant correlation with supplier’s economic performance, while it does not show similar result with retailer’s economic performance.

**Path Analysis Results**

![Path Analysis Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.** Empirical Model of Power asymmetry and Relationship Marketing in Retail Industry

Table 5 shows goodness of fit of the empirical model in this study.

**Table 5.** Goodness of Fit of Empirical Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodness Of Fit</th>
<th>Cut Off Value</th>
<th>Estimation Result</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi Square</td>
<td>Small value is acceptable</td>
<td>20.022</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>$\geq 0.05$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>$\geq 0.90$</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>$\geq 0.90$</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>$\geq 0.95$</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>$\leq 0.08$</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/DF</td>
<td>$\leq 5.00$</td>
<td>10.001</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Path analysis result gives information that power asymmetry has significant negative effect to company trust to their business partners with standardized regression weights -0.140 (critical ratio-2.019). Trust has significant positive effect to both supplier and retailer economic performance with standardized regression weights 0.288 (critical ratio 3.861) and 0.547 (critical ratio 8.457). Power asymmetry does not have significant effect to commitment with business relationship (critical ratio -1.173). Commitment is also does not have significant effect to supplier’s economic performance (critical ratio 0.476) nor retailer’s economic performance (critical ratio 0.602).
Goodness of fit of empirical model in this study is moderate. Chi square value and Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) are appropriate, while CFI considered marginal, however, RMSEA and CMIN/DF are marginal. Our conclusion is theoretical model of Power asymmetry and relationship marketing in the retail industry is supported empirically. Table 6 shows resume of hypothesis testing in this study.

### Table 6. Hypothesis Testing Resume

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Critical Ratio</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Power asymmetry has negative effect on company’s trust with their partners.</td>
<td>-2.019</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Power asymmetry has negative effect on company’s commitment with their partners.</td>
<td>-1.173</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Company’s trust to their partners has positive effect on supplier’s economic performance.</td>
<td>3.861</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Company’s trust to their partners has positive effect on retailer’s economic performance.</td>
<td>8.457</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 Company’s commitment with their business relationship has positive effect on supplier’s economic performance.</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 Company’s commitment with their business relationship has positive effect on retailer’s economic performance.</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

**Power Asymmetry in Indonesia Retail Industry**

Finding in this study show that Power asymmetry has negative effect to company trust to their partners. Trust represents perception of credibility and benevolence of organization or individual (Doney and Canon, 1997). Trust is also a symbol of beliefs that the trusted will make accurate statement, fulfilling their promise and act for the interest of its partners (Moorman, et al, 1993). Morgan and Hunt (1994) proposed trust is the basic of business to business relationship. Trust is a tool for buyer and seller to join a collaborative situation, handling conflict and building each partner power (Morgan and Hunt, 1994).

Power asymmetry has result a decreased in trust level of company to their partner. This condition is a sign that there is an exploitative business relationship between supplier and retailer in this study. One side has dominates business relationship to another. Correlation analysis of nomological validity in table 4 gives information
that Power asymmetry has positive significant correlation with supplier’s economic performance, while it doesn’t show the same sign for retailer’s economic performance. We figure that suppliers have power domination in their business relationship with retailers. Our dyadic samples show that most our respondents are business relationship between large or multinational suppliers with SME retailers. This explains supplier's power domination which result an exploitative business relationship. This finding is comparable with Morgan and Hunt (1994) conclusion that coercive power has significant negative effect to relationship constructs.

**Relationship Marketing in Retail Industry**

This study confirms trust and commitment theory proposed by Morgan and Hunt (1994). Trust plays a significant role as key mediating variable in business to business relationship. In this study it shows that trust has mediated relationship between Power asymmetry and performance. However, commitment failed as mediating variable in the relationship among those constructs. This finding is minor difference compare to Morgan and Hunt (1994). In this study trust is the only dimension of relationship marketing which become key mediating variable, while Morgan and Hunt (1994) trust and commitment succeed in playing that role. We conclude that in a condition of exploitative business relationship, both supplier and retailer still keep their trust to their partners.

In the other hand, commitment is not significant as a mediating variable in assessment of Power asymmetry and relationship marketing. Ramaseshan et al., (2006) conclude that commitment in a business relationship has time orientation and development stage based on each party evaluation of the process and the result of it. In this study, we conclude that due to the existence of Power asymmetry which result an exploitative business relationship, supplier and retailer evaluate their business and consider switching business partners. In this situation, long term mutually benefit business relationship is not possible for both supplier and retailer. In this study, company trust to their partners will result an increasing economic performance, since if a company believes that their partner will do business by considering their economic interest than it will do the same thing for their partners. In a long term it will be a win-win situation for both sides.

**IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY**

**Relationship Marketing School of Thought and Macro Marketing Development**

Palmer et al., (2005) explains there are three schools of thought in relationship marketing research; they are Nordic School, Industrial or International Marketing and Purchasing Group (IMP) and Anglo Australian Group. This study gives contribution to the development of IMP group in the implementation of relationship marketing framework in business to business setting. Findings in this study should encourage marketing scholars to develop Trust-Commitment theory in the retail industry setting and supply chain management.
Our findings in this study show that Power asymmetry and relationship marketing is a potential tool to analyze distribution system of a country. Shapiro (2006) classifies research in marketing with macro level of aggregation such as distribution system into macro marketing research. Yi and Jaffe (2007) with their works on the impact of distribution channel and retail industry to China’s economic growth has similar issue and contribution with this study. Extended implementation of relationship marketing to macro marketing issue such as economic growth, distribution system, poverty and SME competitiveness invite marketing scholars into challenging empirical research. This study provides entry point to study such issue especially in emerging and developing economics background of the research.

**Business Partnership and SME Development**

Power asymmetry has significant negative effect to company trust with their partners. This finding has an implication that Power asymmetry should not be appear in the process of business partnership building. Long term business relationship with mutual benefit is not possible when a company has power domination to its partner.

In our correlation analysis, this study reveals that Power asymmetry has positive significant correlation with supplier’s economic performance, and it has no correlations with retailer’s economic performance. This finding shows sign of exploitation in the business relationship between supplier and retailer. In this study, SME retailers have been exploited by large and multi-national supplier. It shows there is an unfair trade in Indonesia retail industry. In the context in SME development policy, unfair trade will be a disadvantageous situation. Indonesia’s administration should manage their regulation to protect SME from large and multinational company exploitation.
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